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**SoundCloud Creator Flow**

- Drag tracks from computer to upload
- OR
- Open import box to upload

[Diagram showing the flow of actions and decisions leading to the upload of tracks, assigning metadata, and viewing public profiles.]

**SoundCloud Tastemaker Flow**

- Do you want to search for music using a set of criteria?
  - Yes
    - Enter your search criteria into the search filter box. Fields include song name, artist name, genre, release date, BPM, geographical region, etc.
  - No
    - Open the SoundCloud player and select the "Stream" function

[Diagram showing the flow of actions and decisions leading to the selection of music through a search filter and the ability to listen to tracks.]
SoundCloud Community Member Flow

- **CREATOR ACTIONS**
  - Receives friend request / sends notice of acceptance
  - Sends a friend request
  - Receives notice of acceptance
  - Receives alert / responds to message (with link)

- **TASTEMAKER ACTIONS**
  - Receives list of SoundCloud friends
  - Sends message (with link)
  - Receives message